
JUSTICE FOR WORKERS
DECENT WORK FOR ALL
• End to racism and discrimination in the workplace
• At least 10 paid sick days for all
• $20 minimum wage
• Decent hours
• Access to a union
• Equal pay for equal work
• Protection for temp agency workers
• Permanent residency status for all

WORKERS DEMAND 

TEXT JUSTICE TO 825-425-1401
Justice4Workers.org 
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COVID 19 has exposed how low wages,
unstable work and unsafe working conditions
are a health threat - not only to us as workers,
but also to our families and communities.

Systemic racism in the labour market means
Black workers, Indigenous workers, workers of colour and new
immigrants are over-represented in low-wage and temporary
work, with no paid sick days, not enough hours, juggling two
or more jobs to pay the bills and more likely to be without paid
sick days or health benefits.

Across Ontario workers are organizing more than ever before
to win justice for workers and decent work for all! Decent work
means better wages – including a $20 minimum wage; at least
10 permanent sick days; decent hours; stronger protection at
work, safer working conditions; easier access to unions;
permanent residency status for all; and so much more.

During the pandemic we all saw how Premier Doug Ford’s
Conservative government failed workers time and time again
by not making sure essential workers were safe and
protected on the job.

For example, it was only after relentless pressure that Ford
introduced three temporary paid sick days. We need much
more than three paid sick days but this win shows what can
happen when we act together.

To make our temporary wins permanent and to win justice for
all, we need many more people to join us! We need a
movement that can challenge politicians who fail to stand up
for workers and instead side with large corporations.

In short: we need you. Please join the fight for decent work.

TEXT JUSTICE TO 825-425-1401
Justice4Workers.org
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